
Hi 3K and 3H, 

I hope you are all keeping safe and have enjoyed spending time with your families over the Easter holiday. 

 😊. 

I have created some new Home Learning Packs for the next two weeks for you to complete. This week you could 

work on: 

Topic 

 Your fact file about a pre-historic animal, remembering to use sub-headings and lots of interesting facts.  

 Drawing and labelling a Stone Age boy/girl. Write some adjectives around them to describe what they look 

like and how they feel. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to help you. 

 The creative activities that you can do with members of your family. You could design your Stone Age 

jewellery first on paper and then make the jewellery using pasta, beads, string or other bits and pieces 

that you have in your home. 

Maths 

 Practising your times tables regularly so that you know them at speed. Learn their related division facts 

too. You can also practise your times tables on TT Rockstars, Hit the Button and Daily Ten to improve your 

speed ready for the tests in Year 4.  

 Learning to tell the time on an analogue clock. Work with an adult to learn how to read the time to the 

nearest 5 minutes then try to say what time it is to the hour and past the hour too. Telling the time is 

 😊. 

English 

 Completing your reading tasks using your reading books to help you. Use your retrieval skills to find new 

facts to test someone and label a diagram.  

 Learning more about the characters in your book. Re-write their conversations using speech bubbles and 

thinking about who you would like to have as a friend and why.  

 Writing a letter to someone you think is a hero. Remember to tell them why you think they are a hero and 

ask them some questions. Use capital letters, full stops and a range of other punctuation when you are 

completing your writing tasks and keep your handwriting as neat as possible by using your Kinetic letters.  

 Reading and writing another 10 of your Year3 and 4 spellings. Use Spelling Shed games to help you. 

Take care and enjoy the tasks, 
 

Miss Ketteringham 


